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“5G-based FWA can help narrow the digital 
divide, which has become even more important 
since the global Covid pandemic. 3GPP-based 
mobile operators can bring a feasible 
broadband option to rural and underserved 
areas with rapid and efficient deployment of 5G 
technologies. They can take advantage of 
underutilized and undeployed spectrum bands 
to support new and increasing demand from 
residential broadband customers.”

Chris Pearson, President, 5G Americas



“5G technology offers features like 
beamforming, multi-user MIMO and support 
for different numerology that aim to provide 
better coverage and higher throughput to 
users. In addition, new capabilities in 5G core 
such as application detection, device lock, 
network discrimination, network slicing and 
service differentiation will provide an overall 
robust FWA solution.”

Anokhi Shah, Sr. Engineer, Systems 
Architecture at T-Mobile 



“5G mobile operators are in an advantageous position to 
provide FWA based home broadband service by leveraging 
existing site and spectrum assets in conjunction with an 
optimal CPE deployment strategy. Additionally, new 
spectrum bands made available for 5G combined with 
advancements in the RAN and CPE capabilities will further 
elevate 5G FWA service driving consumer broadband 
adoption across different morphologies and 
demographics.”

Jatin Pikle, Member of Technical Staff at T-Mobile
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Median speeds across ISP technologies (States: IL , WA, NY and TX)



Rural vs Urban broadband providers 



Year over year increase in household broadband consumption



Downlink vs uplink share of tonnage



Spectrum 
Considerations



Comparison between spectrum bands



Cell range sensitivity with Macro height


